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Category: Money/Personal Finance 
 

Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – Buying a House 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/03/2005, 6:30am 

    Home-buying tips for first-time home buyers, with Ray Brown, author of 
    Home Buying for Dummies   

 
Title: Moneytrack – Financial Makeover 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/3/2005, 6pm 

    In this episode a family will be given a financial makeover. All aspects 
    of their financial life will be analyzed and several options will be 
    offered to them. Once we get them organized and motivated, we will show 
    them how to create a real investment strategy for the whole family and Rob 
    Black explains why index funds can be a good choice for busy couples like 
    the Halls who want to diversify their investments but do not have time to 
    do all the research. Our Scam Alert puts the spotlight on predatory lenders. 
    Their outrageously high interest rates are affecting the very people who 
    are protecting this country and their families as these lenders tend to 
    cluster around military bases around the country. We learn how they operate 
    and hear firsthand from Camp Pendleton, CA.               

   
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – Bankruptcy 101 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/4/2005, 6:30a 

    The pros and cons of filing personal bankruptcy, with Vicki Whitelaw of 
    Genius Credit Management. 

 
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – Financial Emergencies (Big and Small)                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/5/2005, 6:30a 

    How can you prepare for small financial emergencies caused  by natural and 
    national disasters? Topics range from terrorist attacks to flooded 
    basements to job loss. Guests: John Bryant, chairman and CEO, Operation 
    HOPE; and Irvin Diamond, senior principal, REDW Business & Financial 



    Resources. 
 
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – Online Investing 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/4/2005, 6:30a 

    How  to invest online like a pro, with Edward Nicoli, president of Dayte  
    Online Brokerage Firm. 

 
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – Starting a Business 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/6/2005, 6:30a 

    Business tips for new entrepreneurs, with Ken Yancey, Service Corps of 
    Retired Executives. 

 
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – Business Start Ups 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/10/2005, 6:30a 

    Learn what it takes to start a business. How can you  access the capital 
    needed to start these businesses? What sort of hurdles should you 
    anticipate? Guests: Omar Muhammad, director, Earl G. Graves School of 
    Business & Management; and Robert Wallace, president and  CEO of BITHGROUP 
    Technologies. 

 
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – Price of Pet Care 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/31/2005, 7:30p 

   The pet sector is one of the fastest-growing industries in the country. 
    What are the costs associated with owning and caring for pets? Boston and 
    his guests, Aileen Gabbey, executive director of Maryland SPCA, and Dale 
    Murphy, district manager, Washington region, of PETsMART, discuss the costs 
    of food, health insurance and veterinary care. 

 
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – Mutual Funds 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 11/07/2005, 7:30p 

    Mutual funds are a good way to save for retirement, college tuition or 
    just for a rainy day. Learn the basics of investing through mutual funds. 
    What are mutual funds and how do they work? Why are mutual funds a good way 
    to start investing? How can you maximize your mutual fund profits? Guests: 
    Eugene A. Profit, president and chief investment officer, Profit Investment 



    Management; and Christine Fahlund, CFP, senior financial planner, T. Rowe 
    Price 

 
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – Military Finances 
Length:30 Minutes 
Airdate: 11/10/2005, 6:30a 

    Members of the military face unique personal financial challenges as well 
    as special benefits. What are the particular issues facing military 
    personnel and personal finance? What resources are there to help? Guests: 
    Roderick B. Mitchell, president, Pentagon Federal Credit Union Foundation; 
    and Lillie S. Cannon, program manager for financial readiness, National 
    Military Family Association. 

 
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston – The New Retirement Reality 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 11/16/2005, 6:30a 

    America is moving away from a paternalistic pension approach. Employers 
    are cutting back on retirement plans for retirees and leaving retirement 
    saving up to employees. With the unstable state of Social Security and 
    Medicare, many Americans are not adequately prepared to retire comfortably. 
    Guests: John Rother, Director of Policy and Strategy, AARP; LeCount Davis, 
    Executive Principal, LRD Management Group and Founder and Chairman, 
    Association of African American Financial Advisors. 

 

Category: Culture / Race 
 

Title: Race: The Power of An Illusion The Difference Between Us        
Length: 1 Hour                         
Airdate: 10/03/05, 8pm 

    The first episode examines several discoveries that illustrate why humans 
    cannot be subdivided into races, and reveals that there are no 
    characteristics, no traits -- not even one gene -- that distinguish all 
    members of one "race" from all members of another. 

             
Race: The Power of An Illusion The Story We Tell         
Length: 1 Hour                         
Airdate: 10/09/05, 8pm 

    Ancient peoples stigmatized "others" on the grounds of language, custom, 
    class, and especially religion, but they did not sort people into races. 
    This episode traces the origins of the racial idea to the European conquest 



    of the Americas and to the American slave system, the first ever where all 
    the slaves shared a physical trait: dark skin. 

 
Title: Destinos: An Introduction to Spanish Asf Fue: II                                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 

   Airdate: 10/13/05, 8pm 
    Ancient peoples stigmatized "others" on the grounds of language, custom, 
    class, and especially religion, but they did not sort people into races. 
    This episode traces the origins of the racial idea to the European conquest 
    of the Americas and to the American slave system, the first ever where all 
    the slaves shared a physical trait: dark skin    

 
Title: French in Action – What a Nightmare! 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/13/05, 1:30p 

    Marie-Laure has gone out and not returned. Mireille panics and Robert 
    rushes over to help. Marie-Laure finally turns up with a wild tale about 
    following the man in black into the Catacombs of Paris. 

    
Title: The Power of An Illusion – The House We Live In 
Length: 1 Hour 
Airdate: 10/16/05, 8pm 

    If  race doesn't exist biologically, what is it? And should it matter? The 
    final episode focuses not on individual attitudes and  behavior, but on how 
    institutions leave different groups differently advantaged. The program 
    makes visible the benefits that quietly and often invisibly accrue to white 
    people, not always because of merit or hard work, but because U.S. laws, 
    courts, customs and, perhaps most pertinent, segregated  neighborhoods, 
    racialize opportunity. 
 

Title: Destinos: An Introduction to Spanish                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/17/05, 1pm 

    This episode, "La Carta," outlines the lesson format and story plot that 
    will be followed in the series. The narrator explains the three types of 
    Spanish that will be spoken in the series: conversational Spanish by native 
    speakers (informal, colloquial), the Spanish spoken by the narrator (formal, 
    non-native speaker), and the Spanish spoken by the principal character 
    Raquel (formal, native speaker). The story of the Castillo family,which 
    uses a telenovela format to teach conversational Spanish and Spanish and 



    Latin American culture, begins.  Fernando the patriarch of the Castillo 
    family is old and quite ill. He summons his immediate family, which lives 
    all over the world, to his hacienda in Mexico where he plans to make an 
    important announcement. 

 
Title: Taste of Dirt 
Length: 12 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/17/05, 8:48p 

    The short film THE TASTE OF DIRT explores issues of race and class as 
    experienced by African-American girls through double Dutch and other 
    playground activities. It's 1970 and Lisa, the seven-year-old gifted child 
    of an Afrocentric mother, is having a hard time fitting in at an all-white 
    school. Following an altercation, Lisa's mother decides to transfer her to 
    the neighborhood school which is predominantly black. Although Lisa 
    physically looks like her classmates, she has trouble fitting in because 
    her speech patterns and mannerisms reflect those of privileged "white girls, 
    " and her inability to jump double Dutch. Joanna is another student 
    ostracized at the school because of her physical appearance. The two become 
    friends but the powerful lessons Lisa learned on the playground of her 
    first school force her to make a difficult choice about this friendship as 
    she tries to fit in at the neighborhood school. 

 
Title: History of Black Achievement, the Foundation for Equality  
Length: 30 Minutes                             
Airdate: 10/17/05, 8pm 

    1904 - Scott Joplin and Ma Rainey Initiate the Merger of Two Cultures. 1909 
    - Matthew Henson Discovers the North Pole. 1909 - W.E.B. DuBois Founds the 
    NAACP. 1924 - George Washington Carver Renaissance Man. 1925 - Alain Locke 
    Leads Harlem Renaissance. 1926 - Satchel Paige Stars in the National Negro 
    Baseball League. 

                                                  
Title: History of Black Achievement - Depression and War                                       
Length: 30 Minutes   
Airdate: 10/17/05, 9pm              

    1935 - Mary McLeod Bethune: American Woman of the 20th Century. 1936 - 1938 
    Jesse Owens And Joe Louis Debunk Hitler's Claim of Aryan Superiority. 1939 
    Hattie McDaniel Wins the Oscar. 1940 - First Black General, Benjamin O. 
    Davis Sr., is Stepping Stone to Desegregation of U.S. Army. 1943 - Duke 
    Ellington's Band Performs Black, Brown and Beige at Carnegie Hall. 
 



Title: Matters of Race - We're Still Here                                         
Length: 1 Hour                                        
Airdate: 11/06/05, 8p 

    The third hour is a contemporary look at two communities often overlooked 
    in the race dialogue: American Indians and Native Hawaiians. On the Pine 
    Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, the program features the voices of three 
    generations of Lakota families as they consider their past, their future 
    and the process of merging multiple world views, ways of life and ideas of 
    America. Through the stories of these families the film considers the 
    historical construction of Indian "otherness" and its influence on the ways 
    a new generation of Lakota people will address issues of unemployment, 
    alcohol, domestic abuse and apathy ravaging their community. Meanwhile, 
    across the Pacific Ocean, beginning in the late 1990s, lawsuit after 
    lawsuit challenged the rights of Native Hawaiians to run schools and 
    housing programs that provided only for their beleaguered community. Having 
    been accused of reverse-racism, how do they see themselves in relation to 
    the rest of the nation? And what are their connections to the Native 
    communities? These are the questions explored in this film. 

 
Title: Signpost to Freedom: The 1953 Baton Rouge Bus Boycott 
Length: 1 Hour 
Airdate: 11/14/05, 9:30p 

    This program tells the story of the nation's first large-scale boycott 
    challenging segregation. In 1953, led by a handful of determined young men 
    and women, the African-American citizens of Louisiana's capital city staged 
    a quiet revolt by refusing to ride city buses. In just eight days, they 
    brought the city's bus system to the brink of bankruptcy. Word of the 
    successful action spread like wildfire, influencing others like Rosa Parks 
    and Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 
Title: In The Life, Downsizing Stereotypes    
Length: 1 Hour 
Airdate: 12/04/05, 11p   

    This December, In the Life takes a look at some remarkable LGBT people who 
    are living outside the closet while in the workplace in "Downsizing 
    Stereotypes." Hosted by Tony Award-winning actor ALAN CUMMING, this episode 
    includes special messages from JUDY SHEPARD, actor SAM BEHRENS, and 
    Democratic National Committee Chairman HOWARD DEAN. In Firefighter, In the 
    Life follows Fire Captain Michele Kammerer, second in command at Engine 
    Company Number 63 in Venice, California. Kammerer has made a distinctive 



    mark at the firehouse over the years while navigating some major life 
    transitions of her own. Abandoned at six months old, Rev. Irene Monroe has 
    defied all odds throughout her life by becoming a 'public theologian' and 
    professor. In the Life visited Rev. Irene at Harvard University, where she 
    attended the Harvard Divinity School, to explore her struggles and triumphs. 
    Drag performers have always challenged the notions of gender. Inspired by 
    this rich tradition, Russ King has created Miss Richfield 1981, a beauty 
    queen who relishes in coming from much simpler times. Through Miss 
    Richfield's unique perspective, King's character has defied stereotypes by 
    reaching audiences unbeknownst to most drag performers across communities 
    from the church to city hall. When it comes to having a major impact on the 
    face of pop culture, only a handful of people in the world can boast the 
    accomplishments of Tom Schumacher. In Man Behind the Mouse, In the Life 
    profiles Schumacher of the Walt Disney Company. This month's Real to Reel 
    highlights the documentary "Simon and I," a film that traces the lives of 
    the late Simon Nkoli and Beverly Ditsie, two dynamic South African 
    activists who secured civil rights for the gay community in a most unlikely 
    place, and at a most unlikely time. Finally, in our recurring segment 
    Coming Out Stories, In the Life sits down with six individuals who share 
    their "coming out of the closet" experiences while in the workplace. 

         
Title: Destinos: An Introduction to Spanish Algo Inesperaado                                         
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 12/28/05, 1pm                  

    This episode, "Algo Inesperado," features some facts about Guadalajara. 
    Carlos reveals to his family that Gloria has a gambling habit and he needed 
    to withdraw money from the family business to cover her debt. Carlos 
    suspects Gloria ran off to Las Vegas and will return within a few days. 
    Roberto tells Angela he does not want her to sell the apartment in Puerto 
    Rico because he knows she will give some of the money from the sale to her 
    boyfriend Jorge. 

 

Category: Religion 
 

Title: Religion & Ethics Newsweekly 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/2/05, 9pm      

   Tim O'Brien examines an upcoming U.S. Supreme Court case that challenges 
    Oregon's Death With Dignity Act; Kim Lawton looks at how a popular effort 
    in Judaism, known as the Jewish Renewal Movement," is helping Jews across 



    denominations deepen their spiritual experience; Fred de Sam Lazaro reports 
    on a landmark Pennsylvania trial challenging the teaching of intelligent 
    design. 

 
Title: Religion & Ethics Newsweekly 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/10/05, 9pm 

    Germans and the Holocaust/Captain James Yee/Homele      PBSPL 00:26:46 
    Bob Faw explores the growing backlash over Germany's on-going campaign to 
    confront the atrocities of its past by spending millions of dollars on 
    Holocaust memorials; Deborah Potter talks to former U.S. Army chaplain, 
    Captain James Yee, about his ministry to Muslim prisoners at Guantanamo Bay; 
    Perspectives: "Supreme Court Nominee Harriet Miers" - President George  
    Bush has nominated Harriet E. Miers, his White House counsel and former 
    personal attorney, to succeed Justice Sandra Day O'Connor on the Supreme 
    Court. While Miers grew up Catholic, as an adult she became a born-again 
    Christian and her faith is said to be a strong force in her life. What 
    influence could Miers' faith have on her legal interpretations of judicial 
    matters and the future direction of the Court? Legal affairs correspondent 
    Tim O'Brien joins Bob Abernethy to discuss the implications of President 
    Bush's selection of Harriet Miers as a Supreme Court Justice. 

 
Title: Three Faiths, One God: Judaism, Christianity, Islam    
Length: 1 Hour  
Airdate: 11/05/05, 9pm 

    THREE FAITHS, ONE GOD: JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, ISLAM thoughtfully  
    examines the religious beliefs and practices shared by Jews, Christians and Muslims 
    to illustrate how many in the Abrahamic faith communities are dealing with 
    historical conflicts and charts their dedication to facilitating 
    understanding and respect. THREE FAITHS, ONE GOD captures a broad  
    range of voices and ideas of ordinary people and respected scholars in the 
    interfaith field. The program contrasts the religious practices of the 
    three faiths, including the rituals of fasting and marriage. Later, the 
    program features a dramatic and moving example of reconciliation as the 
    father of murdered Wall Street Journal reporter opens a dialogue between 
    Muslims and Jews to create better understanding between the two faiths. In 
    the same spirit, a conflict-resolution workshop engages in an intensive 
    dialogue as they attempt to dispel myths, misconceptions and stereotypes 
    about each others' religion. 

 



Title: Everyday Grace with Marianne Williamson  
Length: 1 Hour 
Airdate: 12/31/05, 12:30pm 

    Marianne Williamson is a best-selling author and noted lecturer who speaks 
    extensively on spirituality and instilling spiritual principles in everyday 
    life. Her newest book, Everyday Grace, is the basis for the new special, 
    which addresses the connection between spiritual convictions and everyday 
    concerns such as traffic jams, job anxiety, reading the newspaper or 
    arguing with a spouse. In EVERYDAY GRACE, Marianne explains that viewers 
    should ride the currents of their everyday ups-and-downs and demonstrates 
    how to find, in each of those moments, an opening for change.  Throughout 
    the program, Marianne refers to the five tenets, or "wands," which are the 
    guiding principles of her teachings. 

 

Category: Current Events 
Title: Great Decisions  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate; 10/2/05, 10:30am     

    Guests: Richard Ben-Veniste, Member 9-11 Commission, John F. Lehman, 
    Member 9-11 Commission. Following the attacks of 9/11, the Bush 
    administration created a new the Department of Homeland Security and set up 
    a special commission to investigate the unprecedented attacks. What steps 
    has DHS taken to secure U.S. borders, curb global and domestic terrorism, 
    and protect the privacy of U.S. citizens, and which recommendations from 
    the panel should be implemented? 
                                                 

Title: Great Decisions 
Length: 30 Minutes      
Airdate; 10/09/05, 10:30am                                  

    Guests: Dr. Peter Gleick, President, Pacific institute Brian Richter, 
    Director, Fresh Water Initiative, The Nature Conservancy. Scarcity of water 
    in many regions creates problems and conflict for large numbers of the 
    world's population. What policies should be adopted to ensure water quality? 
    What international actors or governments will make the greatest impact on 
    improving water governance? 

 
Title: Wide Angle - Future for Lebanon   
Length: 1 Hour                                     
Airdate; 10/09/05, 9pm 
 



    The assassination of Prime Minister Rafik Hariri on Valentine's Day 2005 
    prompted hundreds of thousands of Lebanese to take to the streets in a 
    powerful show of national unity. Their 'Cedar Revolution' drove out Syrian 
    troops after 29 years of occupation, just ahead of the parliamentary 
    elections in May and June. Can Lebanon, a country of 18 different ethnic 
    groups that fought a 15-year civil war, now achieve true independence and 
    overcome renewed divisions within? WIDE ANGLE witnesses the clash between 
    the new, idealistic politics of those too young to remember the civil war, 
    and the tough retail politics of religious and clan factions in Future for 
    Lebanon. Future for Lebanon takes viewers to the oldest democracy in the 
    Middle East as voters go to the polls in a new era. This film features a 
    democracy advocate who organized the sit-in in Martyr's Square, a Hezbollah 
    candidate running on anti-Israeli and anti-American sentiment, and a youth 
    organizer for the Future Movement inherited by Rafik Hariri's son Sa'ad. In 
    Future for Lebanon, the new politics of Lebanon grapples with old sectarian 
    loyalties as this election plays out over four weeks and four rounds of 
    voting. From the beaches of Beirut to the radical rallies of Hezbollah, 
    WIDE ANGLE explores political change in one of the pivotal nations of the 
    Arab region - critical for Lebanon's future and for its neighbors. 
 
Title: Wide Angle –Border Jumpers 
Length: 1 Hour                                     
Airdate: 10/09/05, 9pm 

    Along the 300-mile border between unstable and destitute Zimbabwe, and 
    relatively calm and prosperous Botswana, a controversial 300-mile, 10-foot 
    high electric fence is being erected. Every night, Botswana's armed 
    soldiers try to stop hundreds of Zimbabweans from jumping over or cutting 
    through the fence in a desperate search for employment and food. Border 
    Jumpers takes us inside the human drama behind this frontier flashpoint, 
    profiling two illegal immigrants threatened with repeated arrest and 
    deportation, a cattle farmer who strongly supports the fence, a police 
    officer fighting rising crime, and a journalist who reports daily on 
    growing fears among Botswana's citizens that their 1.7 million people could 
    be overrun by Zimbabwe's troubled 12 million. 

        

Category: History 
Title: History of Black Achievement- Settling the New World  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/06/05, 9pm 

    1619 - 1621 - Blacks Arrive at Jamestown. 1705 - The Virginia General 



    Assembly Passes the Slave Codes. 1762 - Entrepreneur Samuel Fraunces Opens 
    New York City's Most Cherished Revolutionary War Site: The Fraunces Tavern. 
    1770 - Crispus Attucks and the Black Patriots. 

       
Title: History of Black Achievement 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/6/05, 9:30pm       

    1772 - Chicago is Settled by Jean DuSable. 1776 - Lemuel Haynes Helps Lay 
    the Foundation for Abolition. 1791 - The First Black Man of Science, 
    Benjamin Banneker, Surveys Washington, D.C. 1821 - African Grove Theatre 
    Founded in New York. 1822 - Denmark Vesey and the Slave Revolts. 1823 - 
    Legendary Mountain Man James Beckwourth Enters the Rockies. 1849 - Harriet 
    Tubman Uses Underground Railroad to Become Free. 

       
Title: History of Black Achievement, The Fight for Freedom      
Length: 30 Minutes   
Airdate; 10/13/05, 9pm  

    1851 - Sojourner Truth Delivers Famous "Ain't I a Woman" Speech. 1854 - 
    First Black University Founded: Lincoln University. 1855 - Frederick 
    Douglass Publishes My Bondage and My Freedom. 1857 - Dred Scott Decision 
    Helps Trigger the Civil War. 1863 - Lincoln Signs Emancipation Proclamation 1863 - Black    
    1851 - Sojourner Truth Delivers Famous "Ain't I a Woman" Speech. 1854 - 
    First Black University Founded: Lincoln University. 1855 - Frederick 
    Douglass Publishes My Bondage and My Freedom. 1857 - Dred Scott Decision 

  
Title: History of Black Achievement, Blacks Enter the Gilded Age 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 10/13/05, 9:30p 

    Robert Smalls, Former Slave, Elected to House. 1878 - The Black 
    Cowboy and George McJunkin. 1881 - Booker T. Washington Opens Tuskegee 
    Institute. 1884 - T. Thomas Fortune Prophesises the Long and Bitter 
    Struggle for Equality. 1887 - Granville T. Woods, Called the 'Black Edison, 
    ' Patents the Induction Telegraph System. 1893 - Ida B. Wells-Barnett 
    Crusades Against Black Lynching in America1896 - Plessy v. Ferguson Case 
    Upholds Segregation. 

 
Title: History of Black Achievement Civil Rights 
Length: 1 Hour 
Airdate: 10/27/05, 9pm 

    1950 - Ralph Bunche Wins the Nobel Peace Prize. 1950 - Gwendolyn Brooks 



    Becomes the First Black Recipient of the Pulitzer Prize. 1954 - Brown v. 
    Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas. 1955 - Rosa Parks Refuses to Give Up 
    Her Seat to a White Passenger on a Montgomery Bus. 1956 - Althea Gibson, 
    First Black Woman To Win a Tennis Grand Slam Event. 1959 - Lorraine 
    Hansberry's Play "A Raisin in the Sun" is Produced. 1963 - Martin Luther 
    King Jr. Delivers His I Have a Dream Speech. 

 
Title: Egypt's Golden Empire The Warrior Pharaohs     
Length: 1 Hour 
Airdate: 12/15/05, 8pm 

    By 1570 B.C., Egypt lies divided among foreign rulers.  But Ahmose, one of 
    the last Egyptian princes, rises to defeat the Hyksos and the Nubians.  The 
    New Kingdom is born, uniting Egypt once again. After Ahmose dies, 
    Hatshepsut becomes the first female Pharaoh.  Striving for legitimacy, she 
    embarks on an ambitious building program and opens new trade routes.  Her 
    son and successor, Thutmosis III, campaigns extensively in the Near East, 
    and brings much of the ancient world under Egyptian rule.  The concept of 
    "empire" is born. 

 

Children and Family Issues 
Title: Breaking The Silence: Children's Stories  
Airdate:12/30/05, 11pm 
Length: One hour 

    This powerful documentary chronicles the impact of domestic violence on 
    children. From adult children of abuse to families re-victimized by the 
    court systems to children experiencing the trauma today, the special offers 
    moving and unforgettable profiles of those struggling to put their lives 
    back together. The program also documents the disturbing frequency with 
    which abusers are winning custody of their children in family court cases, 
    and explores why this miscarriage of justice continues to occur. The 
    documentary features interviews with New York Yankees manager Joe Torre, 
    who dealt with domestic violence as a child and in 2003 started the Safe-at- 
    Home Foundation to help educate people about the issue; and Walter Anderson, 
    chairman and CEO of Parade magazine, who recounts the emotional and 
    physical abuse he suffered at the hands of his alcoholic father. 

 
Title: Parenting The Strong-Willed Child                      
Airdate:12/31/05, 3p 
Length: One Hour 

    PARENTING THE STRONG-WILLED CHILD features the insightful, witty and 



    powerful presentation of nationally recognized child-rearing expert and 
    family psychologist John Rosemond. A best-selling author, widely syndicated 
    columnist and renowned public speaker, Rosemond offers compelling tips on 
    how to most effectively rear children and avoid the constant tug-of-war so 
    many parents and caregivers experience. With his well-known humor and 
    common sense approach, Rosemond provides workable solutions to challenges 
    facing many of today's parents and caregivers, including taking charge of a 
    household, dealing with an argumentative child and disciplining a child. 
    Rosemond's approach is developmental and problem-oriented, helping parents 
    identify and understand the significance of each stage of a child's growth, 
    anticipating the problems associated with each stage and providing workable 
    advice for resolving these situation.  

 
Health 

Title: Second Opinion: Taking Charge of Your Health Care      
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 11/05/05, 9:00am 

    The annual national cost for the evaluation and care of people with 
    epilepsy is $12.5 billion. People with epilepsy have been confined to 
    mental institutions, prohibited from marriage, forced into sterilization 
    and until the 1970s were denied immigration into the U. S. And yet, about 20 
    percent of patients referred to epilepsy centers, 70 percent of them women, 
    have non-epileptic seizures. On average, patients with NES are treated for 
    nearly 10 years for epilepsy before the correct diagnosis is made. This 
    episode brings a nationally known panel of experts together with former 
    Congressman Tony Coelho, author of the American with Disabilities Act, to 
    discuss the diagnosis, treatment and social stigmas of a diagnosis of 
    epilepsy. 

 


